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Welcome

Prayer

Vote of Thanks
Programme is a grand success.

Parliamentary, Industrial & Technological Museum,'

Bangalore

Welcome

On 19-09-2015 at 10 AM

Inaugural Function

Prayer

Musical Choir of Govt. Girls HS

Wishing you and entire team on the study of science to

Amongst youth and extract them to the study of basic

Strongen the science and ecosystem of our

expanding science and ecosystem of our

human resource pool for

building and build the required

science at an early stage and

From the Department of General Education is

organizing a State Level Science Seminar for

Basic Science and Inculcating among

with secondary students every year in association with

Secondary Education every year in association with

Co-ordinator, Competitions follows thereafter

Vale of Thanks

President, Address

Raj Chamarra

Smt. M.Jayaram IAS

Director of Public Instruction

VITM M.Vishwakarma

Smt. Madhukumar

Assistant Director of Education (DIP)

Smt. Shubhadevi

Principal, M.V. Vishwakarma

Deputy Director of Education (OIP)

St. Mulukkumar

Deputy Director of Education, Mangalore

Smr. Shreenivasa R.

With an aim to promote scientific talents

'